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　　"Shi Hu" is the cultural characteristics of coral reefs is one shelf fisheries, foreign countries,

Taiwan has, but the highest density of Penghu.  Penghu Islands, shed nearly a hundred islands and

reefs in the south-east of Taiwan Strait about 60 km, 40 km wide area, the low tide area of

164 square kilometers, the total volume than the high tide of 37 square kilometers 127 square

kilometers long earnings.  320 km-long winding coastline, intertidal broad shallow shelf, slope small

tidal range and large, basalt and [Stone and old] [old stone] stone and other stone and easy to

obtain.  Particularly the shortage of local plant resources, networking almost impossible to ship

from local materials.  In contrast, due to generous use of natural geographical conditions, the

ocean to play the livelihood of many years accumulated experience and wisdom of the marine

industry, dove set of human, made in Shanghai on the sea fishing fields, the risk is small, has a

catch for years, hard-pressed protein source , would be a more secure method.

　　 Juan Peng whether the first port stone weir was built in when and where, because of age-

old has been untraceable.  Shanghai records on stone, first appeared in 1720 in Taiwan County:

Penghu large complex tax levy Shanghai two small Shanghai-twenty, and later had not been

crescent academic studies.  The census showed the county Shi Hu Shi Hu total yield should be

574 or more.  Shi Hu sizes, usually three hundred meters or more in the "Big Shanghai", three

hundred meters below the "Little Shanghai."  Despite the difference in the type of stone weir, in

addition to arc Shidi, the fish are basically a set of "Shanghai room" and guide the fish's "room

to move," the water level in the Shanghai room deep on both sides of the room to move is

based on fish swimming inertia designed as a "roll tail" shape, the fish into the years, but can

not get out.  Usually the construction of a stone weir to be time-consuming for many years, hard

life in that era, no cranes, no motorized vehicles, thanks to fill Shanghai's hands, stone by car or

by handling or shaking of the sampan carrying rafts, job hard, very Nanyixiangxiang modern.

　　 Quasi-living from the sea at low tide count the time it will take off the Coast Guard

furniture Shanghai, Shanghai by Shanghai Friends of Stone "public-made production" means the

joint venture ownership, and history each other, the ownership of fishing rights by the local
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 Shanghai, such matters as the distribution of the catch, the village has a set of timely and

appropriate to the statute.  Shi Hu is liable to intrusion by others, the public punishment.

　　 Catch stone weir type and quantity of sediment by the wind direction, season, tides.  In

general, good in winter than in summer, spring tide than neap good.  Winter fishing in foul belly,

comb drum, fish, bamboo afternoon, squid, cuttlefish more; summer Zeyi cloves, Miao Tsai,

Chourou more common.  Shi Hu is the year-round catch, fishing off the sea coast in the winter

days, provided a timely source of protein, plays a supplement family hand function.  Stone weir

on the stability and contribution of fishing villages, exactly unquestionable.

　　 Shanghai and the number of Penghu stone to Baisha Township is the most; stone density

of Shanghai to the North Sea top.  In recent years, due to overfishing vicious cycle of chaos,

depletion of fisheries catch weak source of litter, many stones have become semi-waste status of

Shanghai, and even allowed to dump destroyed, razed to the sea of rocks, plus homes screw

people, students carry clam's looking through the down pour, Xiudi port construction channel's

"help", a port wisdom of the people who oceans, a sea port and cultural heritage of people of

Penghu, Kyrgyzstan appears to have less fierce and more of their escape, the fate of the poor

way sunset.  In response to the reverse current, it seems that tourism education should start with

local characteristics of these shares deep, into the mainstream of recreational fisheries, marine

ecology of the classroom into the new blood, and to give the right to operate the Shanghai main

fishery, expected under the stone weir fishing sunset , to another bright second spring.

No. Village name

1  Magong City 

2  Husi Township 

3  Baisha Township 

4  Siyu Township 

5  Wangan Township 

6  Chimei Township 
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　　Magong City, a total of 34 years, five townships and one city in the county, the link with

the most extensive population most.  But developed earlier and more specific industrial patterns, a

relatively small population of the sea, the coastal shelf of the reef is not enough dense, so Shi

Wei fishing is not well developed.  There are only 13 of the city's stone Shanghai, 38.24% of

total miles; stone weir is only 78 numbers, accounting for 14% of the total county, in addition to

Wangan Township, Chimei Township outside the city of stone Magong Shanghai industrial scale

should be is a minimum.

　　 At high tide, the Bay waters north of Penghu flow outside the bay and the sea water

from the air handling unit snakeheads small Tau Kok Wai in Hong Kong between the public and

the horse into the test days by the island, five German, Shi, the wire surrounded by Peng in the

south bay, the mainstream of the north by the weight of light, what health, safety and home of

the Tai positions near the bridge from the Chung Cheng, Yong An Qiaonan meet under the

water by the bridge out.  Therefore, air handling, Shi, the five German, wire, light weight, Wei

East, West Wei, Ataka, etc., and all the bits in the "living water" flowing through the route.  Wu

Kan, lock in Hong Kong, three in the landscape sand sea sediments due to more sporadic

spread only in the construction of Shanghai on the reef shelf.

　　 Makung City 78 stone weir in the highest ranks in an arc Shidi, wire in the olive

Shanghai, Shanghai sand, long ㄨ ㄚ, Taiwan Ming, Hu Shi in the back of more than 300

meters are a big Shanghai others are poor is a small-scale Shanghai; West handkerchief Liu Wei,

Dong Wei Hu, On the top of the Shanghai house is 500 meters above the double-Shanghai

Housing Shanghai; a single population of Shanghai small boat with nine 16-over 300 meters.

　　Changes in the coastal Ziranhuanjing, stone Shanghai catches the past, and most of the stone

weir have been abandoned dump destroyed, 24 with the full population of Kansas, but also due

to depletion of fish resources and nobody cares.  Currently, in addition to five German, wind

cabinet, David West, who still walk around Stone Tour Shanghai Tour, the "stone Hu" seems to

have become a memory of a bunch of fossils, the decline of the situation is evident.
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　　Husi Township, Penghu is located in the eastern half of the island, due to low-lying, alluvial

layer of relatively thick, the rain pattered down the mountain again fertile irrigation, the county is

the most developed agricultural areas.  Villages along the coastline through the narrow door

counter-clockwise all the way east, the forest investment, Wu mud, the goal after the break in a

very positive angle to the fruit leaves, almost all of the shore.  Over Nanliao, North Laos, Kosei

bend, there were scattered along the reef Hutoushan encroaching shed, south end of a successful

Bay, intertidal sand and mud, after the East Rock, Ding Bay, to appear before the sand in

Hong Kong's largest coral shallow North Sea floor.  West, puddles, Hsu Penghu is an another

system within the Bay, the distribution of coral reefs along the coast will rise.  East Lake, Tai

Wu, north of the city, the inland Tingwan the Village, built on the stone weir has its inherent

difficulties.

　　Sha Kong Tsuen north shore at low tide can reach members of the Bay, a broad shallow

flat, the county's longest coastal trail (4600 m) is here.  Shagang the edge of our ancestors in the

drowned valley (Ceiling) 23 stone on the construction of Shanghai, go north-south vertical, the

opening of the Shanghai Housing towards things, most are still intact with the state of Kansas.

Gantry, Nanliao, fruit leaves three villages selected sparse reef is built of 27 arc shed Shidi, are

300 meters below, although the number and scale is not large.

　　It is worth mentioning that the big red rout Shanghai, East Shanghai, west of Shanghai,

Kosai, a large white pit Shanghai, a beautiful woman in Shanghai and in the West Village Ping

Hu, Aberdeen, is 700 meters or more are boulder Shanghai, especially the red Luo total length

of the village of Great Shanghai 1375 meters, in the West Village Ping Hu, Aberdeen 1150 m

length, belonging to the county stone weir in the first and third.  Harbour Village, Sand ㄋ ㄟ,

the Island Aberdeen West, the East Coast three stone weir length of 500 meters or more are

all double-Shanghai, Shanghai, in the county 26 pairs were ranked fifth in the room Shanghai,

eight, ten A.

　　According to the results of the census stone weir, Husi Township stone weir in the 83,
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g , p ,

complete with a stone worthy of Shanghai still 39, the collapse or disappearance of 44, the

number has more than half of the damaged port.  Still full of sand stone weir in addition to

Hong Kong, there are repair Kosei Yu Cun Shanghai Tour Shanghai, the rest of Shanghai also

only linger, waiting for the "old" is coming, with the twilight days, getting into the sunset.

No. Village name

1  Nanliao Village 

2  Red rout 

3  Sha Kong Tsuen 

4  Aimen Village, Longmen Village, fruit leaves, Beiliao Village 

5  Husi Village, White Village, Village Green Lo 

6  Xixi Village, successful village 

7  In the West Village, Ding Wan, Tan Bian Village, Hui Ka 
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　　Tuen Mun Bridge in the east, west until a large bridge across the sea, a thing which

abruptly to the land mass split into the sea north of Baisha Township, Sea, South (inside) facing

the sea the two areas, dense shelf waters around the reef, shallow plateau developed , large

tidal range, Haiyangziyuan rich, ancient marine industry that Sheng, compared to "the light

agriculture and fisheries," the Kosai, full of white sand can be said that seafood, stone weir

fishing a single show.

　　Baisha Township, a total of 15 villages, in addition to the city before, Zhenhai (Shanghai

equity holders of discrimination after the first 2 / 9) in two villages, the village can be said to

have Shanghai.  Shanghai has 13 stone village, Jibei, bird islands, large warehouses, belonging to

members of Tony Islands, Shi Wei total of four villages were 131, if the reef with Chikan

Village, located in the island's three insurance after Liu Village in the Earth God Island of the

four, the number of total stone weir Islands 138, representing the township, 55% of the total

number of stone weir, the nine villages on the land mass is only 113, accounting for 45%,

Baisha Township, indeed for the distribution of stone on the Shanghai a major feature.

　　Shi Wei, Baisha Township, the total number of over 251, accounting for 45% of the

county, called it "the hometown of stone Shanghai" can be a little too much.  Jibei turned around

within the villages rural village 88 champion, the highest in the nation's largest township, or

county, call it the "Stone Village of Shanghai," but also deserved.

　　To the type of stone weir, the Baisha Township, there arc Shidi 72, which sent the beam

through the West, Jibei the Shan wei, dry flat, Xiping mouth, the shark pool of 300 meters

above Aberdeen, Great Shanghai the other are small small part of Shanghai, the catch is poor;

single largest number of the Shanghai Housing Shanghai, totaling 160, of which more than 600

meters or more up to 24 (the county a total of 30), to include rate nearly as , belonging to

Chikan, tile tunnel, large warehouses, say the United States, Gangzi, Bird Island, Jibei in seven

villages; dual Shanghai Shanghai, a total of 10 rooms, more than 500 meters or more up to
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seven (a total of 13 county ), also had a half.

　　Shanghai Industrial to the village in terms of stone, stone weir Jibei Although the number of

the village up to, but not the size of Shanghai made the largest arc of more than 300 meters

are only Shidi Shan wei, dry flat, flat west , Shark Lake Aberdeen four; single stone Shanghai

Shanghai room only step on more than 600 meters by the Shanghai and rubble two; two-room

stone Shanghai Shanghai, more than 500 meters are also the only one by Aberdeen.  Chihkan

Village Zeyi New Shanghai won the county the second full-length 1161 m, Lake Aberdeen, East

million in gold, semi-flow earners are also more than 600 meters.  Although only eight big

positions, but all five are 700 meters or more of the best.  About the United States 8, in which

four are all higher than 700 m can not be ignored, Gangzi five, of which four also have the

strength of more than 700 meters.  The most special is tile cave village, eight stone Shanghai,

there are 5 for Two Shanghai-room, 26 pairs together in the county in Shanghai, accounting for

10 Baisha Township, tile tunnel to have one of five, four, or Shanghai, more than 600 meters

large, in fact, stone tile tunnel of the features of Shanghai.

　　Baisha Township, only a stone pipe Shanghai set a much-beloved, and indeed there have

been splendid history of elegance such as Jin, in the county in recent decades, a long black

stone weir in the sound, still can not go throwing color Helmets Resurrection, "Shanghai" lost as

a mountain down to fate.  Shanghai Baisha Township 251, the collapse disappeared, little interest

in as much as high as 137, the 114 truly worthy of someone with "pain" and has very little

blood sweat early ancestors who built if Shanghai Hu Shi predict today the "end", do not know

Zuoheganxiang?  This generation is really hard to face.

No. Village name

1  In Tuncun 

2  W Cave Village 

3  Houliao Village 

4  General 梁村 

5  Members of Bay Village 

6  Okura Village 

7  Bird Island Village 

8  Jibei Village　Jinjia Bo, sipping not broken 

9  About Mei, Gangzi Village, discrimination Village 

10  Big Chihkan Village, a small village Chihkan 
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　　Hsiyu shape like a head east of the hippocampus, the northern sea area west of the bridge

a wide reef shelf, the eastern face in Penghu Bay, in addition to Erkan waters, the reef shelf as

both shallow, west facing open off to school wei Chi Sai Wan and shallow floor height

peninsula, the southern waters of Wai-hang should fall mostly sea cliff, reef shelf is not

developed.

　　The village has always been farming and fishing, geographical conditions are not favorable

construction of Shanghai, Shi Wei township, a total of 142 villages belonging to 11 really is a

village of stone Shanghai.  Is the largest pool of the East, the pool together, the two villages

west of the pond corner, waving to 49 yuan, a large pool of 23, Wai 19 close behind, even

the most compact village has a small door with two Shanghai.

　　The type of stone weir in the most primitive Shidi simple majority of the arc, a total of

101, accounting for almost 72% of the total number of rural Shanghai, in addition to the old

Shanghai Erkan, a large pond corner of Shanghai, Hu Tai Chi for more than a large 300 meters

above the large stone Wei, the other as both the Shanghai and a small dustpan.  Single-room

stone Shanghai Shanghai 23, the outer Bay of Lake of bamboo topped 542 meters, more than

300 meters there was only six, two Shanghai-room stone found only in Shanghai and the

Shanghai Tan Chuk Wan, the new 210 meters.  Overall, although the total number of West Island

stone accounted for Peng Hu 1 / 4, but also belong to small and medium Shanghai.

　　Currently, besides the red horse, Shanghai Wai-Shek two villages remained relatively intact,

the large pool has been damaged more than half of Hu Shi, Wang reef, together community,

Bamboo Bay, Erkan, Koike, Wai were severely damaged, was almost abandoned the state, the

old ancestors use up the cultural heritage into account reduced to the point that in the end who

is the repine?

No. Village name

1  Wai Village 
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　　Wangan Island was originally called "Eight Island hood", the fourth largest island in Penghu,

something long and short north-south, rural villages 9, only Dongan, water-an, the generals have a

three-stone village of Shanghai, according to field reports, the three Shanghai all was built

between the DPRK.  According to Wu Wang-surname people to say, there are two Tiantai

should disappear under the stone weir is surnamed Wu Flower House, also said Mr. Lin Jinhe

General at the back there is a beach after the Hong Kong and Shanghai, so credible, the

Wangan Township should be 6 stone weir.

No. Village name

1  Dongan Village - Man Hing Shanghai 

2  Water-an Village - broken Shanghai 

3  General Village - Pumpkin Chai Hu 
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　　Chimei Township six villages to build a stone only to Shanghai, referred to as the

"Shanghai" because the gap at the top of the East Lake Village, under the north sea cliffs, also

known as "headspace Shanghai", in recent years because of its beautiful double-heart shape-type

special, as Favorites tourists were used as "Twin Hearts Stone Weir."

　　It is reported that Mr. Yen, textbook (1929) saying: This Shanghai, the shape of the original

non-present, originally commissioned by the Yen Christine Jibei nickname "platoon division," the

master of the design left room to move in today's spiral hook bend which have made "a

Shanghai Second Cave room" of the old Shanghai (Shanghai hands and land with the nose end

of Aberdeen), after the collapse due to a typhoon, Yan Gong set by the planning, design master

commissioned Jibei Shanghai Shanghai walls and rooms, now the present site build a new

Shanghai, spent hundreds of days, completed in 1937 or so.

　　Yan Christine passed away, Hu Shi in the right soliton transmission to the five youngest Yen

East, but the family moved to Kaohsiung, it commissioned Yan textbook (with Yan Gong as

cousins) host, but not for transfer of ownership, therefore let the daughter in law Christine Yen

heart is not flat, causing family disputes.

　　Since Shanghai has built several repairs, but also left room to move down due to a

typhoon which destroyed the Republic of China 84 years, local governments have moved a

hundred thousand dollars allocated maintenance stone Wei.  Shanghai Yan textbook by the patrol

is responsible for outsiders to enter non Please Mo, or stone's throw hit people.  Shanghai

Housing shallow but in winter the better catch, catch the summer outside the Shanghai Housing

more deeply, to squid, L Tsai, Miao Tsai, cloves, Chourou the most.  Shanghai is rich in stone

near the sea urchin, spot anchor reference.  Five years ago, textbooks and the Yen in the left

room to move inside the plant, "Whitehead Flower", seven ice cream made with this beauty, is

said to have annealing, a cold effect.

No. Village name
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Wai-an Village, Siyu Township is located in the southernmost tip, in addition to the White Horse 

and the Kawasaki area outside the border-an, almost surrounded by the sea, the villagers built in 

this area 19 200 m below a small arc Shidi, about the distribution of stone can be divided into 

Shanghai into three zones: West station to the fishing port, the first teacher to Yi wei Ancestral 

Hall, Back Bay to zishi Reef (Village North) shares belong to a large Li, Xiao Li, Tai Hui, small 

Xu family. Shanghai surnamed Tsai Lu holds head, Aberdeen, named Lu, parrotfish and other 

equity Shanghai, Shanghai Aberdeen, while Shanghai is a big name has been held. One of 

Aberdeen, Aberdeen head two was in Shanghai Wai, Wai-common ownership of two 

villages.Divestment want his last name are required to draw 1 / 10, very strong kinship with the 

atmosphere. West Shanghai shares are small expectations, regulations, take family names Ruhu 

fishermen catch 1 / 3, the winter solstice worship, five room ballot, each round of a room.Every 

three days; eighth largest tidal repair Shanghai. 

  Shanghai Wai-fishing there are many characteristics of stone, big hill with the Shanghai 

Post Shanghai Circuit, for avoiding wind and rain, watching the water valve, and dedicated to 

Earth God, held every New Year thanks to Shanghai or harvest ceremony. Aberdeen is a 

legendary Shanghai female lice incident, North potentials, large Shanghai, Shanghai, the South 

has the potential three "master position", parrotfish Shanghai is setting up "Mong Tsai Road", 

please read the definition of some terms. 

  19 in the case of Shanghai, there are five complete, especially in Shanghai and Aberdeen, 

but Yinwei En Shanghai Typhoon shallow accumulation of debris within the corals, Shanghai 

and the southern situation was knocked down part of the orang-fishing boat, together with 

depletion of fish resources, Shek Wai Shanghai Shanghai just as the fate of the other stones 

simultaneously into a history of outfitting, but to wait for the sunset 

Wang reef north and east of the village has a wide platform for a large reef, tide pool, a variety of 

coral reef distribution, but also in flood, the low tide water must pass through the lane 



replacement. Villagers in the east coast, south to build a four Shanghai, time is probably in the 

Qing dynasties. In addition to Shanghai for the arc of sand Shidi (has scattered the pile of rocks, 

60 feet long Ge more obvious, the rest can not be measured), the other three are is a single room 

in Shanghai, is located west of Aberdeen fishing port Shanghai is washed by waves set of 

functions is therefore not destroy the fish, the North of Shanghai, in Shanghai, said the current 

situation is still good, but have no tour Shanghai. Four of the shares are mostly of Zhuang 

surname. According to Miss Yang Qiuxiang to say, the villagers sometimes pass this beam away 

the stone. 

  Combined total of 11 village community of Shanghai, located in the small fishing port door 

thing, after bending the north bag, large reef, under the bottom three, together community west 

of Fishing Bridge western half of Tai Yang Tsai, the East half of foreign Aberdeen, West Point, 

East Point Southern Tiger, Aberdeen six wells, the farthest south a half-Yang Tsai tide gauge at 

the bridge below the mouth of Po Tsai ditch the other is unknown. Almost all are single-room 

Shanghai. 

  Stake in the Shanghai Shi Yang family, almost entirely, Young moved from Kinmen, the 

first generation of single-pass system, to the third generation of three sons, outsiders called the 

"three-bedroom man", the great hold well Tsai, Yang Tsai southern half, Second, under the small 

boat holding the end of a large reef, three bedrooms holds Po Tsai ditch, East Point, West Point, 

etc., only smoke once in Shanghai and signed the right decision to patrol, according to signed 

order turns. But the "Big Reef" in the annual Winter Solstice sign extraction was complete, 12 

Hu visits in early, and the annual pumping once signed, will be Shanghai right now to 12,000 per 

year for people to set the end of pole rental network. 

  Shanghai Yang Jian Tsai southern half of the stone is derived from a small door, having 

built the eastern half of Ocean Terminal, Aberdeen, Falling Chousha the report, the workers want 



to fix 20 years ago, but was not optimistic about the economic benefits of the plan was dropped, 

while South Hu Hu having built the bridge and destroyed. Few people now patrol Shanghai 

Small door located in the village's most northern Hsiyu, formerly an island of free land mass, 

small village, only two built in Shanghai, east of the small island is the rolling waters of the 

Shanghai group as both the Bamboo Bay, because the earthquake justice the former palace, it is 

called the cervix Shanghai, shares belong to 12, with the exception of the gentleman, Mr. Zhang, 

the rest have switched in the past, when the door was Waduan breakwater damage, 75 years 

Republic of Typhoon Wayne in one of the reasons of course, remnants of the original Shanghai 

and body length of about 1 / 10. Another port was built in Shanghai after the lake a little north of 

the country along the door is also an arc Shidi, some have collapsed, and no one to go tour the 

Shanghai stock is unknown. 

  Chuk Wan build Shanghai 15, for the east by the waters of the Gulf of Penghu, mostly in 

sandy and muddy bottoms, less suitable for construction of Shanghai, so choose something small 

door in the waters north of the village made a 12 for the headquarters in Shanghai, although far 

away from the village operations more convenient, in order to make a living, stand by no 

choice.And another one built in the door opposite the cervix Shanghai (Shanghai after the 

operation), two built in the west of the sea behind Sihai domain (water guns in Shanghai, 

Shanghai Aberdeen). 

  Bamboo Bay Stone equity are concentrated in Shanghai Xu, Wu, Tsai, Yang four families 

take turns patrolling the attribution method Shanghai, Tai Tam catch the best, the new Shanghai 

Tan original two rooms, but also CD Siyu Township A double room in Shanghai, because in the 

trench next to the catch has multiple, round is a recipient of Shanghai, spent 15 years ago in 

Shanghai, Shanghai 8 down 7 stone village disappeared, even though the village has a Master 

Wu Shi Wei Li (for the NG Father of light state, built a water gun made in Shanghai, Shanghai, 

Aberdeen, Hong Kong) is also not turn the tide. 



Tai Chi village built in the waters west of Shanghai, a total of 23, in addition to still Tsai, Tai Hu, 

Kan Tsai Tai Chi Kok built in three Bay, along the stone the other Pi feet of the mouth, nose and 

tail of the reef platform to the city north-south vertical wei out by built entirely open east of the 

arc Shidi. ㄋ ㄧ Dasha Shanghai and Shanghai, the first purpose built Shanghai. Tai Chi village 

is divided into four a head, to Wang, Chen, Yan, yellow-based name, the large pool stone weir 

stake in Yan and Wang both surnames holding a few more, playing bait Shanghai originally 

Chuk Wan, the promise surname building, currently shared by the whole village. Shi Wei before 

the most beautiful, Grand Shanghai, Shanghai, catches the second best, but fishing off the coast 

of Chikan thereby blocking cloves of fish greatly reduced fish stocks a decade ago, the large pool 

near the quarry contractor, left earth on the mountain slopes to fall into the sea, 30-40 cm thick, 

loess turbidity, fish do not want to Ruhu, especially large Shanghai, two in Shanghai, Shanghai, 

the most serious of sand, stone Wei this devastated large pool. 

  Erkan Village, began to gradually beginning Zuyan Yi made public in Shanghai, during the 

Total Turtle foot height, Wu Kan head, after the Wan Chai, Tai Hu, the old Shanghai of five 

large Shanghai for the village total (three bedrooms, 1 / 2, a , two, four bedrooms and together 

accounted for 1 / 2), the other four belong to four rooms, until the Japanese occupation era, 

funded by the engagement of ward ancestors Shanghai Jibei craftsmen to build a new 

construction for five years. Green mouth to catch the summer, grouper mainly in winter there are 

often sharks, smelly belly, bamboo afternoon. Erkan stone weir fishing is a very important 

source of protein, in recent years, poison fish rampant Bridge bridge the hydrological changes 

caused by significantly affect the stone weir catches, in addition to the old Shanghai, New 

Shanghai, most have been dumping destroyed. A few years ago, a construction company to pay 

high prices to buy a length of 440 meters in the old stone Shanghai, Shanghai Master Chen was 

rejected by upright, the other one in the south-east of the lips Erkan Aberdeen head Shanghai 

(Shanghai, villagers commonly known as double), has been in the 70 years ago, damaged, who is 



said to be the bow angle pool built by the Shanghai and the Shanghai Erkan not included within 

the single. 

Pond Village in Hong Kong is only part of the leaf near the sea of great fruit, almost landlocked 

village, west line of pool and sea phase Nishimura, so Koike angle 49 stone weir built in the pool 

all the West Sea, north of Big Pond Point Beach south, along the Pond in West Bay, Bitou Hill, 

learning wei Peninsula, a shortage of wind, light floor candelabra dense ring around all the way, 

in addition to the "Shanghai eye," a single-room Shanghai, the rest are small, curved Shidi. 

  Koike east corner, including pool, pool the villages of the West, due to proximity, in the 

West Island villages, the self-contained living units, after a marriage relationship, the blood is 

more dwarf closer inspection visits in the field by its holdings in the uncertainty of relations, 

after briefly statistics to Lu, Yan holds the two students share one half of the two villages for the 

most powerful, followed surnamed Chen, Hongxing each about 1 / 3, then followed by Huang, 

surnamed Lu each about 1 / 10, blood is the case with Hu made clear. Most were built before the 

Japanese occupation era, only the "Shanghai eye," a completion of the Japanese occupation era, 

the only stone house with Shanghai Shanghai, the author's grandmother and great aunt all had 

participated in three Shanghai-made work, the family also equity holders in the door. 

  Koike Kok village in Shanghai and the number is second only to the county's second Omura 

Jibei also Hsiyu 11 villages, holding the largest number of villages Shanghai, although the scale 

of the Shanghai-based simple and small fishing villages to sea in the old days industry still plays 

a decisive role, depletion of fish resources in a sound, down the back, waste of the waste, the 

current remaining six are still intact, the actual effect can probably play a set of fish remaining a 

"Shanghai Head" only. Also, according to the field displayed in the large meeting stressed the 

west side there is a fruit leaves Hong Kong, "South Bay Shanghai", when coupled with Erkan 

waters, "Aberdeen head lip Shanghai", the total number should be 51. 



Red Stone Wei Ma village four were built in the east coast of the Bay of Penghu Pro 5 m isobath 

within the margin, the most northern of the sea mouse Tsai Shanghai in 1926 by the Young 

family, money and efforts dove 6 construction workers, bought a bamboo raft contained village, 

the employed Koike corner, inside the mountain master supervisor, is divided into 11 and a half, 

were the most solid one. Shanghai was in 1645 terminal after the Yang Shang, Qin Yang, co-

construction of his son, also requested the help of local troops, the first of the Shanghai-hand the 

south, because the accumulation of silt, it will be open north bend spent a total of 48 3 years of 

gold, the Republic of China 56 Hong Kong Chek Ma Jiandong, catch before. Shanghai is the Bay 

of bovine heart the first one village, at first there is no Shanghai room, do not know when 

converted, is the legendary name in the Wai-Xue people marry off their daughters dowry. Yang, 

Qin had been 85 years the number of pounds of bamboo afternoon, the proceeds nearly 10 

million. Bovine heart by Yang Shang Wan outside Shanghai, Yang longer than the 1930 

construction, there are some collapsed. At present only by the Young family, Yang Yi, Yang Qin 

of the two visits Shanghai to catch bonito, blue mouth, L Tsai, squid-based. 

  The nine in an Village was built in North Korea during the Shanghai were, in addition to 

Shanghai and a clock built in the west of Lo Kuan Yin Mountain area, the other eight all along 

the platform built in the South Village, are all smaller than 300 meters of the arc Shidi shape.Lo 

Chung Shanghai by silt accumulation, set the function of fish lost, Shanghai is located at West 

Point military control zone, sometimes a small place with the military conflict. Hu Shi's share 

was mostly belong, Hsueh, the Kwok family, catch the new Shanghai is the best. Although 

Shanghai is still maintaining a good body parts, but unfortunately no fish Ruhu. Adjusted 

according to Miss Wang Huijun complement the results of the field, near the port in the West 

should be there-an after the bay, two oars, new family of three Shanghai Shanghai-based, etc., 

but not included among the Wai-Shanghai alone, to be completed in this state. 

 



Health foot of the north west tip of the stone in the nose and the northeast area near the large 

central island wide shallow floor, coral reefs everywhere, has stimulated high tide by small Tau 

Kok, smugglers into the waters of the mainstream of North Hill to go through the flowing water 

zone, located a considerable good. David West to build in this area 17 Shanghai, most 

concentrated in the large central island of the north west. 17 Shanghai, the Shanghai South, Brick 

Hall angle, towel Liu, South Bacon, Aberdeen, West and other four for dual Shanghai room, the 

rest are single Shanghai room. Shidi absence of arc to the number of the Shanghai Port, Shanghai 

and body size, the scale is not small. 

  West Wei Shi majority stake in Shanghai shook hands at the Wang family, Wu,, surnamed 

Chen, Xue surname, name only a small portion of the blue. Equity shares in addition to a small 

increase in each generation according to legend, there are also changed hands for sale, such as 

Shanghai and South of the shares that exist by the King Wu of the resale of old Shanghai is also 

the king in 44 years cost of selling the same array to 200 chan, courtyard side, the Rock side of 

Shanghai due to marriage married into two shares held. In recent decades, due to watered down 

or destroyed stone weir catches wind, pick up snails were overturned, large warehouses stolen 

two small ㄨ ㄚ ˙ Shanghai October 10 of each year Narcissus King birthday, will be ready to 

sacrifice the main Shanghai thanks to Shanghai, towels Liu Shanghai end of July in each year 

thanks to Shanghai, to the Republic for 80 years, the catch is poor terminated. 

 Kan Wu Shi Shanghai where there are nine, all belonging to the arc within a hundred meters 

Shidi. In the fishing port north include even the kinds of Shanghai, Shenzhen and Shanghai, light 

Hu Tsai, cleaning fish, caves and other four, fishing the south east of the headland has broken 

Shanghai, Xu turtle Shanghai two completely disappeared, the headland west of the sand 

Shanghai Nanshih Shanghai, clamp Bo Hu some collapse of the damage. 

  Shanghai and the Shanghai Bo clamp the name of the method according to the report, there 

are two fields: one is that the Shanghai and Hong Qin to the puzzle, hence the name "Qin Bo" 



Shanghai, but I visited the Sun Hongrui denied the said security; second Wu Kan is that people 

in the Hongxing into the landscape puzzle ancestors, descendants Hongjiang Hongxing School, 

Hong Jianghan admitted were true. 

  For the construction of Shanghai Shanghai Xu turtles have two different ways: According to 

the Hong literature reports, the Shanghai Wu Kan Hsu's family is built, another Shanghai, 78 

years Republic of China, Wu Kan easy to build a second pier breakwater backhoes were 

destroyed when disappear. 

  Shenzhen and Shanghai, Shanghai is a kind of dowry even legends, in the long-considered 

the father of Song Guoxing old man surnamed Ye Shanghai and Shenzhen is the daughter of Wu 

Kan Aimen dowry dowry, is another way of saying that even the kinds of Shanghai Shanghai is 

the dowry, the parties say different, due to age-old, have been untraceable. 

  Kan Shi Wu Department of Shanghai was built mostly toward the period, Wu Kan Hung 

understanding of the party people (69 years) say so have not seen in his childhood visits to 

Shanghai, whereby projections, Kan Wu Shi Hu's decline should be as early as 70 years ago, No 

wonder the report of Field almost nothing 

Landscape in the south of the sandy sea, only in the southeast, southwest reef sporadic, Shanghai 

built seven hundred meters from top to bottom are of the arc Shidi, located in the landscape of 

the beak-tail south-east of Shenzhen and Shanghai, dustpan Shanghai, Shanghai and other three-

piece light Shidi; border in the east and the sea lock in Hong Kong Sha Wai Weng Bay, 

Shanghai and two piece broken Shidi; vertical Shanghai and light wells southwest of Shanghai, 

is located south of Wai-range, sea cliffs and commonly known under the local people under the 

second downhill. 

  According to local citizens, Mr. Chen Yongchun argument landscape, landscape near the 

coast in the seventeenth, eight years ago, this large number of businessmen in the sand quarry, 



based on the "balancing" principle, submarine base surface or outcrop or shifting sand , resulting 

in environmental changes, resulting in the landscape with hundreds of South Golden Beach 

shortage meters, lock Harbour Beach Lions Bay completely disappeared, and indirectly affect the 

stone weir catches, especially in light Shanghai damage is most serious, almost forming a " dumb 

"Shanghai. In addition to sand, the Shanghai and the body of the design slightly missing (such as 

Shenzhen and Shanghai's room to move, too short, dustpan Shanghai and the Shanghai 

embankment is too high, set the fish good effect for a long time) also resulted in fish can not 

Ruhu, catch, of course reduced. 

  Shang said that currently only Shanghai and Shenzhen to maintain integrity of the 

remaining six have almost disappeared or collapsed, or no one is interested, the shareholding of 

the Shanghai case also because age-old undiscovered, only inkling of sand-an, Chen broken man 

Shanghai holdings. Shanghai industrial landscape of stone may have had a glorious history of 

their self-righteous, although you can cherish the memory of history but can not be repeated. 

Five Delhi (chicken home dock) is a horse of a public market in the less populated, Peng Nan 

Neihai located in the south, and Shiquan, the former Lao distant sea. Department of Geography, 

National Taiwan Normal University Professor Chen Xianming this in the stone weir has been 

detailed investigation report. Penghu fishing village under investigation in 1917 the stone was 

recorded in Shanghai has 7, 1930, the basic survey of aquatic and only four of the record 

industry has long been seen here, Hu Shi from bad to worse. From Wu Yongxi, Ouyang May, 

FOCUS Yam, Mei Chen and other reports of people in Europe that a total of five Delhi, 

Shanghai and nine stone, located along the north side of the chicken home dock and shore north 

[Rock On] Tsai reef sides of things. See which small, angular zone, [Shi Wen] Tsai East, [Shi 

Wen] Aberdeen West, Shanghai and other breaking five Wei spiritual house for the village 

temple of public property; big city, small Shanghai, posterior, for the four large European Lun, 



etc. surname, Wu, such as the private property of the villagers, but have now been abandoned 

dump destroyed. The nine Shanghai are 300 meters below the arc Shidi. 

  The afternoon of 3 March each year, a group of order by the last round into the small book 

of 20 first set of home to the temple, divided into 4 groups by drawing lots five public right of 

Hu's tour Shanghai and maintenance rights. 4th round of fishing rights taken daily with a group 

of five public and five patrol Shanghai Shanghai's right, the duty of maintenance and 

management of the Shanghai each responsible for a fixed control on the repair within one year. 

  Five Delhi government of the people a more specific right to patrol the Shanghai 

Convention, when [Rock On] Tsai back door of the tide has not yet dry, others not Ruhu fishing, 

full refund if the tide has not yet dried and the main Shanghai to Shanghai to give up just like , 

others to be Ruhu catch fish. Depletion of fish resources in recent years because, in addition to 

five public and Shanghai is still preserved intact, the four private sector has been the collapse of 

the Shanghai case, visiting Shanghai and the people less 

The horse belongs to the public in urban areas, currently only known only so a Guanyin Pavilion 

in Shanghai, located on the west side of the old breakwater outside the Guanyin Pavilion about 

80 meters, 245 meters north-south longitudinal arc length Shidi, has collapsed, No tour of 

Shanghai, Shanghai can not find the Lord. 

  Developed in the reef shed light weight, low tide, shallow plateau south of encroaching 

upon the large warehouse. Built in the fishing port of Shanghai and two north-west. Shanghai is 

one of the new one closer to shore, according to Mr. Lv Bingkun reports, this was built in Showa 

Shanghai 8-9 years (1933-34), by the safety of the construction in the house Mr. Zhao Fucheng, 

divided into four streams. Another far shore of the old port of Shanghai, making Shanghai the 

earlier years, only know of 8 people take turns patrolling the Shanghai and maintain are more 

complete. Because of poor catches, the current state of two abandoned Shanghai were tested. 



  Dong Wei Dong Wei in Shanghai only a total length of 515 meters, 26 pairs in the county 

ranks 12 of the Shanghai Housing Shanghai, Shanghai room open south, right Shanghai Tide has 

deeper larger room, divided into 14 shares of its equity , belonging to the Lu family is already 

dead ancestors. Because some have collapsed, no longer repair, fish gather effect before. 

  An house in Shanghai, although only two, but those who are larger are regulated. Top 

Shanghai was built in Showa Year 12 (1937), late, location is also further north, by Lin Heng Lin 

Ming Wang and his son the same, Lin Mingshi (both quarry master) together construction, equity 

shares in three of six, during the Lunar 1 , 4,7, by Xiewan Shun Chen rivers, 2,5,8 from the Lim 

brothers, 3,6,9 from the Lee and Li were held Tettigonioidea right. Another Shanghai-single 

Shanghai port next room, the location than the South, built Shanghai earlier time, the ancestors 

of three bedrooms dove Xie, construction workers, divided into three shares held, respectively, in 

Xue surname, Xie Wen held three-bedroom, Xie Wen held uncles. Top Shanghai in the first two 

days, sixteen thanks to Shanghai, then under the Shanghai Narcissus in the Oct. 10 birthday to 

worship the king. 

Wire in the seven stones were located at the west side of Shanghai known as "sand end" of the 

sea, facing east, sort into a parabolic arc opening. Years ago, when the wire with larger 

populations, the construction of the seven curved Shidi, a part of residents moved after Hing Yan 

(double hung), so there were two stone in Shanghai shares. Wire tail representative is Wang 

Mah-ho, now heritage to the king of Liu Jin (80 years) in the hands, scoring 15 shares, belonging 

to Wang Liu Jin, Wang Yao Tong, Wong, Wang springs, Wang Yuan, Wang Zili, Wang 

literature, Wang Minsheng Wang advanced, Wang Yongchun, aqua regia phase, Chen Shou, 

Chen Qiyu et al. Hing Yan Huan in the representative was also divided into 15 shares. 

  Shareholders in the two alternate each year in the Tour of Shanghai, the first by wire Wang, 

Hing Yan Zhang from the second year, the 15 stocks in Xingren often divided into 3-5 groups, 



each group visits per person two days, patrol fixed Shanghai to Miao Tsai for the bulk of the 

catch, but also often smelly belly, squid and other trash. 

  Seven to Shanghai in Shanghai, the largest olive, length 400 meters, Sha Shanghai, long ㄨ 

ㄞ, Taiwan Ming, also of 300 meters or more are considered large in Shanghai, in the county 

Shidi arc in the first 13 finalists name, this almost-oriented features, Shi Hu's largest, but have 

been scattered form. 

  Shanghai and Hong Kong, only three locks, are small arc Shidi, including two at the new 

breakwater, another port in the fishing port north of the East China Sea Cliff, according to the 

teacher Wu Chi-ming said, not someone from childhood visits to Shanghai. 

Shi Hu Shi in a total of six, including five in the Penghu Bay South, commonly known as the 

back of the sea, south of Shanghai and one in the sea yarn only, located east of the trunk.Reefs 

along the shelf behind the sea even less real, and often appear mud sediment. Eagle's Nest in the 

milk Aberdeen (locally known as Ding umbilical) in the northeast when the sea platform and a 

mouth Shamao Shanghai, Shamao a small hill near the north side of the inside of Shanghai, the 

far west of Shanghai, Shanghai and three outside, the locals call the "three Hu "or" Front Desk 

Shanghai. " Waters east of the active center is behind the recent and largest Shanghai (Shanghai, 

also known as Down Under). 

  Shanghai built mostly in the Qing Dynasty, the shares held in the sub-Weng, Lin, Wang, 

Xu, Chen five surnames, because poor catches, no tour of Shanghai, and even Shanghai 

Shanghai, the main body of the stone intended to sell. 

  Nanliu wind cabinets in the entrance at high tide, around the entire peninsula, a total of 14 

in Shanghai, Shanxi snakeheads smugglers north west and south west corners of Shanghai and 

Hong Kong Island, three officers Temple west cervix, Tajiri [corpse River] two, Wind potential 

cabinet poke holes east west north south trend poke West, east of the salt Pak holes, big, West 



situation, such as Shanghai East situation. Aberdeen throat, Shanghai Dazhong, South West 

Hong Kong Shanghai tail disappear when in the building. 

  Fishing rights are registered in the past 3 years, and now it has been replaced 5 years, each 

needs to pay a replacement tax four thousand yuan. Most sub-held equity in the Yan family 

name, surnamed Chen hands. 

  Typhoon Wayne in 75 years, fishing boats moored in the third gallery to the south of a ship 

was sent to counter the wind along the wind, so that salt hole, West potential, the big one, the 

East Shanghai body potential destruction of the original ten feet high of Shanghai renovation less 

than the original 1 / 3, soldiers destroyed the sea shell mining, the county government for the 

development of industrial tourism, people wishing to sign the right stone weir fishing, resulting 

in Shanghai and the Shanghai West Main rebound potential 

 



There are 10 stone Nanliao Village in Shanghai, built in the Village along the Shenzhen and 

Shanghai is only one, near the northeast include Yuemei wei Ge, Ge wei, Wu copies of 

Aberdeen, Aberdeen within the Shanghai project, the East next to the other five, In addition to 

the six Shanghai, Shanghai East side is Yang experienced equity, the rest of the shares of five 

belong to Zhao family. Fan Kui wall in the north of Shandong wei millet there white sand near 

the south of Shanghai, relatives, North Shanghai and other four, shares also are considered 

Young's tribe. 

  Ten Shanghai, in addition to the East next to the Shanghai system was built during the 

Japanese occupation, the other nine was built around both North Korea, indeed years has been 

untraceable. Construction of the Ishimura, such as Ge wei Hu, Wu copies of Aberdeen, Shanghai 

and Shenzhen, Shanghai and other northern ports are derived from the chickens good Island, near 

the spindle fishing island, filling returned to Shanghai, carrying sailing, the process do very hard. 

  In addition to the Shanghai project, Aberdeen, relatives of nearly 300 meters in Shanghai 

for the Shanghai-single room, the other eight are small, curved Shidi. Shanghai East next arc be 

the largest one Shidi, Shanghai's latest construction, property originally belonged to Chen, then 

gift Yang chapter (chapter therefore Shanghai Shanghai, also known as days), after inheriting 

Yang Xingren (70 years), the current still very much intact. 

  There are lilac stone weir fishing, Miao Tsai, squid and other fish species often Ruhu, but 

Shanghai is to the north of Ray, comb and other large fish-based. In recent years, poor catches, 

and many have changed the stone set low in Shanghai pole network, or within the catch grouper 

in Shanghai, Shi Hu's dysfunctional. Shanghai a few mouthfuls of the north was built in the north 

due to Liu's waters far away from the village Nanliao, so catch transport operations are more 

time-consuming, although the vehicles are developed, but they do not fish to catch, to say the 

villagers distraught 



Gulf of red rout at the end of the red, but its scope is as far as Shanghai group Hutoushan within 

the waters north of Long Hau Ping, Aconitum two; tiger on the northwest there are dog bites, Qu 

Aberdeen; tiger Shanxi has East Shanghai, a large Shanghai, Shanghai West, West arranged by 

the Field, Gulf of relatively recent within the red outer port, the port of Shanghai and from north 

to south down column. 

  Built ten villagers Shanghai, in addition to Shanghai and back, dog bites, Qu was built in 

Aberdeen, Department of the Japanese-era late, the rest was built in the DPRK as early as 

seven. Great Shanghai, dog bites, TAL 300 meters above the floor three are all double-room 

Shanghai, especially in the large length of 1375 meters Shanghai, the largest county in Shanghai, 

East Shanghai, then left foot right foot, left foot then West Shanghai's right foot, three things 

consistently connected to the Shanghai Youth Lo waters west of the peninsula after the Court, 

quite spectacular. The remaining seven are single rooms Shanghai. 

  Length of 765 meters East Shanghai, making Shanghai the stone from the head down the 

north shore of three living reefs, August 20 each year drawn from [turtle] decided to patrol the 

order of Shanghai, is divided into 8 shares, the shareholders, after the three forest President is 

dead, now hosted by the Hong Mr. benefit. Length of 735 meters west Shanghai, will also be 

drawn on August 20 every year from [turtle], divided into 10 shares, shareholders, Mr. Wang 

Jiuquan dead in East Kyrgyzstan wreck the world, the current profit also increased from Mr 

Hung escrow, TAL floor, down Shanghai in charge on October 10 every year from [turtle]. 

  Shanghai down made in the 44 years when the sediment pond, outside the port of Hong 

Kong in the digging was amputation of right room to move, bend Aberdeen, dog bites 

(retrocession is serving the soldiers destroyed), TAL floor, the birds away from the village 

because of the first four offshore are far more difficult to repair the destruction, are now dumping 

destroyed 



Sha Kong Tsuen North Sea is a shallow reef flat in the county one of the most developed, 

stretching over 5 km above the north and south, Shanghai has its own building on the inherent 

geographical advantages. Villagers make good use of this talent Shagang the capital, from the 

north by the general house of the East Village fishing port, the middle tower, all the way along 

the drowned valley of the Gangcian extended to members of the North Bay to the south-east of 

Shanghai and bar area densely built fish, this area Shi Wei open most of the west, over Yuanpei 

Island, after the grass west of Lantau, turns sharply south, across the Husi, Baisha Township 

community, direct-drive north of Goose Island love full length, this area most of the east stone 

weir opening, the two Stone is the Penghu between Shanghai and vertical with the best-known, 

full-length 4600 meters underwater first step Road area. 

  Shagang stone built 23 Shanghai Shanghai as both a room, where the water cave, Chung 

mortar Aberdeen South, long the East Coast, ㄋ ㄟ, the concave end, such as six West Island 

Aberdeen is a two-room Shanghai, ㄋ ㄟ , the Island Aberdeen West, the East Coast is long over 

500 large Shanghai, the other 17 are single rooms Shanghai. One of the posterior wall of the 

Shanghai Offshore recently, Chung with Aberdeen South, who commissioned the cage wei and 

other craftsmen have taken Kosei Shanghai, New Shanghai was built in 1933, left Shanghai for a 

long hand, but caused ㄡ ㄍ ㄨ ㄉ ㄟ hydrological changes in Shanghai, set the fish less 

functional, shareholders will be left Shanghai and hand automatically reduced. 

  Holdings by the stone weir things stand, blood composition is extremely obvious, water is 

Lee Cave, wall, Chung Nam to Europe with Aberdeen last name, island west Chus Aberdeen, 

Aberdeen, Shanghai is a Chen Ping, Zhu and Wang ( West Liao Kingdom), Dai, Xue 

(Chungliao), most of the other part of the Shanghai surnamed Chen. Republic of China for 39 

years, stone military havoc in Shanghai, the Shanghai and Hong Kong is almost all sand spared, 

beAimen Village of almost all the sandy sea bottom, is not suitable for construction of the 

Shanghai and investment in the forest outside the beach breakwaters slight improvement in the 



southwest side of the reef, the villagers learned Hung, Hong Guanghui, Hong and others close to 

39 years in the Republic of South ponds in this build Tsai Shanghai, is a 280 meter long single-

room Shanghai, Shanghai, due to poor catches in the Republic of China 55 years to give this 

Shanghai. 

  Dragon villagers in the southeast corner is made of 12 along the rocky shore of Shanghai, 

respectively, from north to south sediment Shanghai, Shanghai Seven kid, the goal 2, goal 3, 

Shenzhen and Shanghai, Dragon 1, sharp corners, Double Yuemei, large shuttle tail, Wu Tsai 

Shanghai, long sets, Wai meters, among which the Wai-meters, a large shuttle tail, double 

Yuemei, sharp corners, goal 1, 2, 3, as the village there, A village is divided into four heads, two 

weeks for the round, according to a tour of Shanghai, in addition to the Wai-meters, a large 

shuttle tail, double Yuemei, Shanghai and catch four sharp corners better and maintain better yet, 

other or collapse of the mouth or disappeared, now have been shut down. 

  If the five leaf village located in the fishing port north of Shanghai and the whole. Caves 

Aberdeen, Yuemei an arc within a hundred meters Shidi, things Nanliao Shanghai legends who 

built, but not completed, cotton Aberdeen ㄏ ㄨ ㄟ hundred meters to a single room in Shanghai, 

from the top of a Lu s shares, Shanghai is a big 600-meter single room big Shanghai, (Shanghai 

Nanliao known as the head outside Aberdeen), farther offshore, but room to move is off to 

intercept the fish pier to do wave function loss. The Shanghai shares by the family of Xu's, as 

long as the column names in the Shizu Houses caught holding power. 

  North Liu Village, built only two in Shanghai, Tai Tam Kui Bishan in the southeast, the 

new record in the Red Island Northwest, is a small arc of the whole Shidi. Because the catch is 

poor, equity has not test the new mind set nets within Shanghai. Another suspect in the red island 

east of the ruins of a stone weir, the villagers do not know. 



Husi Village, north of the White Village, the two things that are adjacent to a lake Sai Wan 

Estate, Tsing Lo village and then north, three facing the sea, close to the geographic, Kosai, 

white pit two villages while the shares held by a number of Shanghai, Ching Lo relationship due 

to marriage , also assigned to a cup of Lang, stone with cross-ownership of Three Villages in 

Shanghai. 

  The village to build a seven Kosei Shanghai, was built towards the multi-age, all-single 

room in Shanghai, of which about 900 meters of the county ranked sixth largest Shanghai; nearly 

700 meters of the beautiful woman Shanghai No. 24, scale quite large. 

  Shanghai Xin Tai people for the Kosei Duzao from Mr. Bao, the first made the Shanghai 

Housing reloading room to move. Kosei ten shares in the total number of 2 shares; white pit with 

4 shares, 1 blue snail Unit (This unit is named Li Ching Lo Kosei dowry to marry), the remaining 

shares is unknown, at present owned by Lake Sisin Qing all. 

  Shanghai is divided into 25 shares of XYZ, white pit to help positive Hu Xu Lord, Kosei 

Shanghai Cai as vice principal root-like, white pit temple 2 shares. According to Mr. Xu Rongxi 

said: This is located in Shanghai and white pit due to the boundary, in addition to have 11 Husi, 

white pit was 11, and deputy principal of the additional half-cent Shanghai, white pit temple 

have 2 copies (to be sold the day of catch, as do two incense money). Republic of China 68 

years, father and son re-Xin Xiu Qing Hu heightening, time-consuming four-year tour right now 

go Hsin Hu. In addition the two Shanghai, the Shanghai is Husi onions, white pit two villages 

share, while Shanghai is Husi West, Green Lo shared. 

  Green Lo village during the Japanese occupation in Shanghai and two built Hutoushan 

northwestern coast, sweet beans smaller than the southern location, the new larger location 

further north Shanghai, Shanghai opening for the two single rooms are towards the southeast of 

Shanghai. 40 years ago, serving the soldiers were stationed when the demolition carry raw clam. 



Xixi villagers in northwest reef shelf built three single-room stone weir, from north to south in 

order for the new Shanghai, termite Aberdeen doors, thick reef, open all towards the 

southeast. New Shanghai deepest water level, and finally construction, is divided into 10 shares; 

bore earners made Shanghai the door, there Jibei craftsmen to participate, share a total of 6 

copies each of two, six round, after Taiwan's retrocession stone transported by truck defenders , 

50 years Republic of China Shanghai to tell neglected this. Xixi Village, Shanghai is a rough reef 

production each year by the three A's 12 homes in the first three days of lunar month of God's 

Birthday pumping Arctic Tien [door turtle] the right decision to tour Shanghai, which started the 

next day. 

  Success Village is only one in Shanghai, said Shanghai and Hong Kong at the end or the 

next Shanghai, is located west of successful Bay, opening towards the southwest. Shanghai had 

been built during the Qing Dynasty, was the Wu-resistant, Li Yuming, Li Ji, who have taken the 

Shanghai equity is divided into 8 shares. 50 years ago, the Shanghai and by the 6 lease, the lease 

of 10 years, the rent is unknown, the lessee turns 3, Shanghai tour once every 2 people.The 

shareholders are Shanghai East Stone villagers Huang Wenzu, Huang Yunnan et al 

Tsai Shanghai floor space in the Village is only one, located in the waters of the North Island Ci 

conditions, length of 1150 meters, 1161 meters, second only to Chihkan New Shanghai, 

Shanghai for the county second single room. Hu Qing tide built, the villagers are mostly 

involved, but also more shares, a one-year repair, Humphreys with integrity, the right to 

registration of fishing, there is the Shanghai Book, originally divided into 14 shares, which is an 

Tingwan Chus, there is an argument that Zhu is also involved in long-term employment in the 

West when the construction of Shanghai, it was an, another way is to marry a Western Cunnv 

Zhu Ding Bay, this unit is to accompany dowry. Ping Chai, people often pick up snails Shanghai 

Shanghai, body damage, so, request the people to act as hatchet man surnamed Ma, it is also an 

additional 15 shares. The beginning of each turn 10, 25, when [the door turtle] watchman who do 



not patrol at night of the next [door turtle] Tour of Shanghai, Chiang Kai-shek after the bridge 

bridge-building, greatly reduced the catch is now re-generation of the first tour by the SIT. There 

are a large reef west of Shanghai, due to construction of fish ponds, bridges and destroyed. 

  Ding Jian Hu Wan not only did the East Shanghai Yan Zhu Shiren, and later when the 

dowry given to Tai Wu, Ting Wan Hung Chao Pin Tai Wu in Europe 30 years ago to the present 

chapter to buy, set up the Shanghai people with low internal pole netting fish caused by fishing 

disputes. 

  Tan Bian Village, Shanghai and two building, located in Tuen Mun in the northwest of the 

village Tanbian Island between Aberdeen and the sea, all built during the Qing Dynasty, is 500 

meters above a large single room Shanghai. Farther offshore the western end of Shanghai, the 

share holding in Chen, Hsu, Europe Sanxing hand, due to siltation of gravel, has partially 

collapsed. Stake in the case of Hong Kong and Shanghai surnamed Xu, former XU Hai Bao and 

the others a tour of Shanghai, Xu Hai Bao was dead today, full management of its sons and 

daughters yellow in autumn. After the report adds that there Tanbian Shanghai, Qingdao Lake 

Shanghai company built two fish ponds were destroyed. 

  Xu Qing Dynasty built two villagers in Shanghai. Aberdeen ditch close to Hong Kong in 

Hutoushan Northeast, West, home is a housing allocation Xu clan all, pieces of stone from the 

island the mother the mother cow. Great Shanghai Shanxi far north Gangcian tiger, is the top 

social ward clansmen all, spawned by Wang, financial coarse, large-scale. Hu Xu stone in Tuen, 

Wing, Bridge bridge, the fish resources greatly reduced, few people now patrol Shanghai. Also 

in the foot of Kan Tsai, Lin vote at the foot, is said to have had two stone weir 

 



Tuncun total of nine stone in Shanghai, if the Tun Bridge as the boundary, the east there are 

three, namely the new Wei, semi-flow, Shenzhen and Shanghai Kan. Shanghai in the east of 

Tuen west are Aberdeen, Aberdeen, west of Shanghai. Wing abounds in cattle west of the temple 

with 12 passengers between the city, the crab wide two, west of the village temple Palace Wing, 

Tuen Mun Island in the north west of Aberdeen, Shanghai, Shanghai and the Lower two. 

  New Shanghai was built in 1925, the construction of more than two years, the latest built in 

stone Tuncun Wei, the poor design can not be set because the fish room to move after the tenor 

Zougong conversion, divided into four shares held in the once divided, Wu, Europe name in the 

hands, 41 years Republic of China had 300 kilograms of shark, 54 years to have smelly belly 

record of 500 kg, because ordinary people of Hong Kong to Shanghai sand fishing, frequently 

dispute. 

  Shanghai was built towards the semi-flow, shares are shares of a total of 6-7 Zheng, Chen 

stakeholders, for illegal mining of stone have been repeatedly, so the function-by-wave 

decline.Kan was built in Shanghai and Shenzhen are also North Korea, divided into 6 shares, 

Yang experienced, had named held every year on October 10 thanks to Shanghai after the 

pumping [door turtle], In case of large tides, the 6 joint patrol Shanghai. Yang and Zheng Xing 

total equity of the Japanese occupation era, polling 54 days time, after Taiwan's retrocession, Mr. 

Yang Chongqing and Zheng negotiations to acquire all the shares at high prices. West of 

Shanghai, Aberdeen, Aberdeen, two options east of Shanghai, Zhang origin, after the destruction 

of the bridge under construction Tuen. Tsai Shanghai, the west is a man, a self Shanghai and the 

people, the Kwok brothers Guo gun, Kuo, Guo Qi sold to Lvteng Fang, divided into 10 shares, 

10 October pumping [door turtle] the right decision to tour Shanghai, Shanghai has exploration 

behavior. As for the west of the crab Wing wide arc of the city after the two are Shidi Shanghai, 

Xie, family of origin, after Taiwan's retrocession, the expansion Wing bridge construction units 

sold so gone (thank Miles oral). According to the villagers in the Tun said, the plateau in the 



West Village, Aberdeen, formerly of Shanghai, Tun, Tun due to the time of the public to go 

through this horse on the road to No. 3 West, forced, had handed over Shanghai in this 

Nishimura. (A matter not relative visits West Village) 

W Cave Village in the west bay area is northeast of Penghu, everywhere along the reef shelf, 

along the 2-meter isobath, the villagers from the fishing port north side, fishing the West, the 

grass has been to the West Island White Sand Sea Park, Zhenhai, southwest of the village's 

Gangcian Shanghai and eight side gradually built. 

  In addition to built in Shanghai with the Japanese occupation, the other seven were built 

during the Qing toward Shanghai. Eight in Shanghai, half-ear, double Jiang Aberdeen, with 

Shanghai, Yuemei, Kawasaki ㄓ ㄨ ㄚ other five is a two-room Shanghai, in addition to 350 

meters long double-Jiang Tsai smaller, the other four all are 600 public feet above the big 

Shanghai, in the county 27 pairs separated from the second room in Shanghai, four, five, eight, to 

the village, township and county share of speaking, Ngau Tau are all exclusive, is the largest tile 

Underground Village Shanghai characteristics. Great Shanghai, water ㄕ ㄨ ㄟ wei, Tai Hu Mei 

three single-room Shanghai nor the weak, are all nearly 400 meters above the large Shanghai, 

one of the great length of 960 meters in Shanghai, Shanghai in the county, only a single room 

inferior Chihkan new Shanghai ranking in Xiping Aberdeen and grab the 3rd largest.In 

summary, cave stone tiles are scale UVic Shanghai is a truly a "big Shanghai Village." 

  The left half of the ear was double heart-shaped the Shanghai Housing, in addition to 

Chimei Township popular Twin Hearts Stone Weir, but there are also another form of similar 

size. Concentrated in the ear of the shares half surname Lu, Xu name. Double Jiang Tsai, Tai Hu 

Mei, Qi Lu ㄓ ㄨ ㄚ surname is also, with sub-holding in Shanghai Lu, Fang Xu surname, Xu 

Yuemei the case, yellow, party name, case of water ㄕ ㄨ ㄟ wei Zhang, Shanghai will focus on 

the large side, Wu and Zhang's hands. Although the source of the current depletion of fisheries, 



fisheries decline stone Shanghai, tile stone cave Shanghai Shanghai in addition to the large end 

slightly collapsed, but I will still remain intact, while others patrol Shanghai 

Liu Shi Hu probably was built after the lead time, at least more than a century of history, the 

number of total length of 32, the county ranked fourth, a total of 7 Shidi arc, focused on the long-

shore area, a single small boat Shanghai 25 , of which more than 300 meters of the total 16. 

  In addition to Chau Tsai head, Shenzhen and Shanghai, Shanghai Baisha, parrotfish reef 

near the island located in the Earth God, far from the villages, must be good ship arrived, the rest 

are distributed in the North Sea coast (total 25) or the Gulf coast of Penghu (the world should be 

, Mizoguchi, Cai window ditch three.) 

  Stone weir construction, to existing shareholders last name speculation should be based on a 

combination of blood, followed by geopolitical and rarely related with the village temple. The 

number of shares are generally between 3-5 copies, up only 7 copies of the world, and looks so 

simple compared Jibei many of the village, Shanghai may build when the system had mobilized 

human and financial resources, working hours are more frugal, and coupled with on the 

recovery, the catch is getting worse, the main addition of Shanghai to leave their homes, property 

Song downward, and thus more chaotic unknown. 

  After Liu Shi Hu is currently the only nine more complete, some of the collapse of 17, lost 

six casual-shaped mouth, was patrolling the Shanghai rare. The end of the long shore North Sea 

coast, Shanghai is the best outside back of the south sea Zeyi Mizoguchi as height. Catch the 

cloves, bonito, elephant ears, mainly squid. Tour Shanghai consultation by the shareholders, each 

in turn one day, and the calendar of the records, if the tide is rising, and Shanghai main yet to 

come, others can Ruhu fishing, ranging from violation of the statute were to return the catch, 

weight may be beaten. Shanghai, the Japanese occupation era, if the Lord hold the "license", you 

can catch the allotment under cooked the fish with coarse salt. Laos after the military exercises in 



the north have long been the bombing area of Shanghai has a long-term threat of stone, built 

lighthouses, piers change water flow, and other shellfish taken Found a great impact 

Baisha Township, through the beam as a village west, three facing the sea, away from the village 

because of far north, was built by the entrenched after the Liu Village, Shanghai, Shanghai, 

mostly built in stone so the West Village, Village South Sea. Most of stone weir was built 

through beam Korea, Shanghai and 22 single rooms, curved Shidi 11, total 33, Stone County, the 

Shanghai-based second Omura. The villagers called "Inner Harbour" means the thirty people 

inside the temple to the Penghu Bay, in this build seven of Shanghai, and after the three Lao, tile 

tunnel of the far north of three sites, embracing dependent. South of the sea, or through the 

waters south of the center beam activities, from north to south include six columns go hand in 

hand. Bridge along the bottom, including a large reef, a total of 11 nearby reef lotus, were totally 

destroyed when the bridge. Also in the north and south near the Turtle Mountain include nine, 

mostly in the Zheng family. 

  Jian Hu, by relatives or friends fund-raising efforts sowed, each responsible for some, while 

Shanghai and repair, each responsible for its own part, visiting Shanghai, the number of copies of 

each one by holding round sunshine, fishing with cloves, bamboo afternoon , mainly squid. How 

many of the more important special introduction stone weir: 

• Vertical wind Shanghai: length 566 meters, the largest single room in Shanghai, shares 

originally Lin, Zhang Yi-nan and resold in recent years, the father, catches the pass in one 

of the best Shanghai Shi Liang. 

• Ling wei Hu: length 450 meters, single-room Shanghai, located in the south of the inside 

and the most distant, in about 50 years ago before construction completed, is the youngest 

of a beam through Shanghai, which catches the wind and the vertical, is the most favored 

a Shanghai. 

• South of Shanghai: Property belonging to the village, the village the first round of the 

Tour of four A, four round, every year, from a first allocation of the right of each 

household visits Shanghai every year the temple was built was in charge of ceremonies 

are financed by Shanghai's A Tour the first fund-raising. 



• Made the West Shanghai: length 450 meters, as the county's first major arc Shanghai 

Shidi 

• Bay Village, Baisha Township, members of the Islands belonging to the most recent one 

is the smallest village, the village to build a four-Shanghai, Shanghai is currently the only 

remnants of a large. 

•   Great built in the Qing Shanghai, located in the western members of the sea shell 

elementary, there is a point northwest of Shanghai Housing, Land with the right room to 

move, the whole length of 359 meters in Shanghai. Divided into 6 shares of stock held in 

the sub-surnamed Chen, Wang, Hongxing hand, the main catch of fish for the clove, 

Miao Tsai, offal and other fish. 

•   In addition to the large outside Shanghai, while Shanghai-foot cliff in the south 

Lung Hing Temple, the cervix is located in present-day members of the Shanghai Port 

Bay, the small Shanghai Xing Palace is located west of the South within the big 

Shanghai. At present, this family of three Shanghai are due to embankment, built in Hong 

Kong, fell into disrepair and disappeared. In fish, poison fish, electric fish, the sound of a 

piece of overfishing, the village was once a very famous member of Tony's "Judu Island" 

Sadly, in this county of the situation in the depletion of fish resources, the staff still could 

not escape Pui Tsuen this trend. 

• Okura Island is located in Siyu Township, Baisha Township, Magong City, Penghu the 

circle around the middle of the bay area is small, farming out of fashion, residents are to 

discuss living.High tide north of the water by the air cabinet head, and the Wai-small Tau 

Kok between the entrance into the inner bay, the mainstream through the Okura Island 

Xing Chungtun, Wing bridge the two stocks joined forces by the bridge out, a surge of 

flowing water, a majority of the reef shed, together with the Republic of China 70 years 

from nearly 900 from the continuous delivery of artificial reefs, surprising almost Okura 

Island "Inland Sea Pearl" nickname. 



•   Okura better geographical conditions of villagers around the island under a single 

room built eight large stone weir, the outer ring of the ship-an, Shan Ha, farther north 

shore Ping Mei, the inner door, back courtyard, breaking Shanghai, North flat, low-end 

offshore close. The whole system was built in North Korea, Shantou Xiamen, Shanghai 

and two of the break it took was completed in ten years to be. The Shanghai shares are 

between 5-9 shares, belonging to surnamed Chen, Zheng Xing, surnamed Lu, Tsai 

family. 

•   Large single room of eight warehouses in Shanghai, in addition to the low end, the 

North Ping, Wai small boat (in fact not small, compared with other villages has been big 

enough), other five are in the 700 meters, in the whole County into a single room in the 

top 20 Shanghai, occupies almost 1 / 4, to a large warehouse by Hedwig born people, the 

stone represents a life depend on Shanghai, especially in those big waves big wind days 

can not be fishing. In addition to the low end of the current form of the Shanghai almost 

casual, Ping Hu a slight collapse of the north, the other six stone Shanghai are largely 

maintained very complete. The government strongly advocated ecotourism industry 

promotional activities, perhaps to a large stone warehouse Hu an opportunity to repair the 

Shanghai wage subsidies, and a large position in the development of tourism and 

recreational fishing, which may revive the vitality of great opportunity for Shanghai 

Kuraishi 

• Jibeiyu arc suspended the North Sea, the Quartet tide smooth, Seto earners, the majority 

of reef shelf, Haiyangziyuan rich, relatively closed location, interference by outside 

factors and, thus, the most advanced stone weir fishing. According to the Qianlong 

period, "Sketch of Penghu," a book written, at that time, the Shanghai tax imposed 

Penghu Great Shanghai two, a small Shanghai-73 and a half, there is a large Australian 

Jibei Shanghai, four Little Shanghai. Japanese colonial period, from the archives of the 

Japanese Government House, the stone weir fishing permit applications, 69 cases of Ms. 

Yan Xiuling book "Jibei Chihkan and spatial organization of fishing activities," a book 



mentioned in Hu Shi had Jibei 78, this census the county of Shanghai and the result is 88, 

according to his will Jibei elder Mr. Cohen said, the nominal Jibei Island stone weir 

should be more than 100, says, the total number of Jibei stone Wei, density , who should 

be the largest of the county, called "Stone Weir Village," but is not an exaggeration. 

•   Jibei of 88 stone weir, the arc Shidi 46, Shanghai 39 single rooms, double rooms 

Shanghai only 2 (near Aberdeen, Eastern Reef wei). Type as the original arc Shidi 

Shanghai, during the Japanese occupation, the provisional claim Jibei who converted a 

Shanghai Chen Shi room type, set of teeth to improve fish fishing Shanghai effect, then, 

another person Limbaugh Jibei the side of another in Shanghai Design "shore earners" in 

the Old South, Aberdeen, Seto, reef wei Hu specifically capture two smelly belly, shore 

fish, Aberdeen can only catch the main Shanghai. 

•   Shi Hu's holdings, most of the clan as a priority, followed by the re-election of 

friends, because shares can be handed down from generation to generation, it shares with 

the blood stone weir has a very close relationship. For example, before the stone pier 

Jibei Wei all share mostly surnamed Lu, behind the mountain of the shares will be 

surnamed Chen, Sai Kan mountain village name shares are mostly belong to the west of 

the Shanghai Yang, Ke, surnamed Xie, over satellite is an Chus. East Shanghai is an 

entire village, Aberdeen shares, although it shares a long eastern shore is the village, but 

dumped after 56 years in the Republic of China, no longer fixed, no longer any 

meaningful, dry Ping Tsai is a case of the South, divided into two groups, each Section 

36, that is, up to 72 shareholders. 

•   Shanghai Jibei stone more than the number of villagers have stone weir stake, even 

one as much as the number of ports, just like the village of Shek Wei industry, no small 

number of monopoly situation, so stone weir catches were half as Guandi incense money 

Mudouyu stone next to Shanghai, initially divided into 14 shares, during the Japanese 

occupation increased to 15 shares, an extra donation to the temple at public expense, side 

by side so that future generations as evidence monument go back, Although this 



provision sets Yinwei En Shi Wei Dou head wind damage and terminate, but the local 

villagers in the number of fish abundance did not forget to visit temples when the 

donations are still grateful to God. 

•   Jibei stake in Shanghai Shi, Shanghai and the Statute of the tour are quite detailed, 

but the first veteran of the Shanghai master the past, its future generations of multi-

branch, and the shares can be sold off (such as birds Tsai Cave), so many changes in 

ownership. In general, the tide rose, the main future if patrol Shanghai Shanghai, not 

talent can Ruhu fishing, but the first boat Shanghai exception, because this is the high 

tide after Shanghai Tour Shanghai. 

•   Catch the elephant ears, drum, cloves, bamboo and other mainly afternoon, but 

because the stone weir the water level is usually less than the full 5 meters deep, so the 

economy of the care of fish, such as soil, white belly in the winter rarely put Shanghai 

Japanese colonial period, there was confiscated wishing stone weir fishing, but those 

against licensed, so give up, Wayne typhoon to accept government subsidies have revised 

down Shanghai Shanghai, off Wan Chai, in Shanghai, white sand Aberdeen, first-class 

boat . Currently 88 in Shanghai, complete with a worthy are 47, 31 slightly collapsed and 

disappeared there are 10 bulk form. According to his will to Mr. Ko, 2 / 10 Shanghai and 

no one patrol, the other 8 / 10, the case can be divided into three levels according to 

income, Class A: coarse stone, the first boat, concave Shanghai, Seto Aberdeen, East 

Reef wei , outside Shanghai. B: West Kan Seto, low islands wei, West End, India ka. C: 

other stone weir. 

• About the United States a total of eight stone village of Shanghai, five in the eastern 

waters, including the northern island dishes Ping Qi Hu, the new north-east of Shanghai, 

Shi unnamed board head south of Shandong Shanghai cages large island north of 

Shanghai, Wang Hu . Three located in the western waters, including the western Indo-

breaking reception of refugees Aberdeen Shanghai, Shenzhen and Shanghai bird head 

west, gun positions Lantau and Tai Shan Mei South ditch between. 



•   Aberdeen was built in Shanghai and North Korea broke, divided into six shares, on 

October 10 thanks to Shanghai, so the woman because of long-term fitness Wuzheng Li 

Yang village, so Yangxing have the right to patrol Shanghai, round four. As Wayne 

typhoon damage, the current remaining section of the right room to move. Shenzhen and 

Shanghai, was built towards the south ditch were each divided into 5 shares and 7 shares 

are held in the Wu, Guo, Yang experienced hands, large warehouses were often Ruhu 

fishing. Unnamed built during the Japanese occupation Shanghai, Shanghai was built 

towards the food, the new built in Shanghai after Taiwan's retrocession, all worship in 

Shanghai October 10. Life by the Hong Wang Shanghai Branch to Mr Ng, Charles Ng of 

40 years ago to 2,000 yuan per year, "Pu" Tour Shanghai right. Shanghai is a large sub-8 

shares, say the United States 4, Gangzi 4, but Gangzi Hsiao Hung Kam Po are safe to sell 

the father, and an annual rental cost of 4,000. Catch the best, thanks to October 10 each 

year in Shanghai, there are still the ceremony. 

•   There are five Gangzi Village in Shanghai, of which Lo Tsai reef, Northridge, the 

sea floor at the end of the East Sea island of white thief, south of Shanghai and Hong 

Kong, Aberdeen is located southeast of the first differences, Park, west of the western sea 

of white sand sea is the public after the Shanghai-earners. All are 300 meters or more 

large single room in Shanghai and most of the line built in the Qing Dynasty. Where Lo 

Tsai reefs (known as post-Chihkan Shanghai) has the right room to move down, thanks to 

Shanghai on July 28, after the public Shanghai Tsai (W tunnel known as tip tribunal) is 

an all Lu. 

  Shanghai Qi Jian Village 3, are located in the northeast of the trench west of the west are 

single-room stone open Shanghai. Shanghai after the North (also known as no feet Aberdeen) 9 

shares, by Chen, Guo, Lin Sanxing holdings, the father of self-protection and sold Guo Meng 

Guo, Zhenhai accounted for 2 / 9 share, the first differences for 7 / 9. Tsai Ping grab the points 

and 8 share, after Taiwan's retrocession by the military destruction. Shanghai and the son by the 



head of Jiangsu to settle Guo Qi V and VI, was built towards the joint, five-room belonging to 

Ku, 70 years after the fish Chikan Village, Baisha Township, a large village in the north area has 

a vast inter-tidal, build Shanghai's very advantageous geographical conditions, a small Chihkan 

due to proximity, the marine industry activities are more concentrated in this land, so its very 

early stone Shanghai Fisheries Development . Sketch in Penghu, a small number of Chikan 

Shanghai Australia has imposed the tax of four (Qianlong 29 years), can be seen as early as 

Chikan stone-Qing Shanghai Fisheries. Are four major archives of the Government House, there 

are applications for a total of 13 fishing license, the Shanghai port. 

  Channel into the North Sea to Chihkan front of the head flat (East) and the posterior wall of 

floor (West), the two areas. Hu Ping posterior wall were a total of 12 villages are Chihkan all the 

shares were mostly 6-8, except upside down Aberdeen, Aberdeen Xiqiao, semi-Yang Tsai, under 

the ditch [wood to wear], etc. Shanghai is still in use, the rest have been destroyed and more 

inclined . Before the first floor there are eight in Shanghai, one of the three objectives Ren hole, 

down convex Aberdeen, the new Shanghai Aberdeen, Aberdeen Lake, east of Shanghai and all 

the small Chihkan; semi-liquid earners, after Shanghai, Dong Wan Kim is owned by big Chikan, 

million payment in addition to the East, the rest mostly have no tour Shanghai. Reef Island is a 

family of three risk of Shanghai, is Chihkan Lin, Zheng, Xie, Chen, Tu and other top ten 

surnames are common, the dumping of wastes currently have switched. There is also a south-east 

of Shanghai, the recovery of an application to the Japanese before, but not started. Total length 

of 1161 meters, the new Shanghai for the county's second-largest Shanghai. 

  Flow of the first half before the floor was built in 200 years, Aberdeen is probably the 

earliest Chikan Shanghai. Dong Wan Kim, posterior floor of the new Shanghai are also built 150 

years ago in Shanghai, the war that is upside down the best catch Aberdeen, the "upside down a 

Aberdeen, can support a" of the proverb, and now, the past to support their families live on the 

stone weir, gradually into the sunset, Here and now, in addition to sadness, the helplessness of 



the total can not tell. I hope that survivors of the sea, after some "moral persuasion" after the 

struggle, to have an early recovery of the day. 

• gradually worse 

 



Known locally as "Shanghai", "Hu Shi", "Nanping Hu", "Wan Hing Shanghai." Man Hing is a 

name, was originally known as the "pines" "Po in the West, later renamed the King Hing, some 

people move because of family living instead Man Hing Tung On. The Shanghai-built in the 

Qing dynasty, and worshiped it, by the ancestors of Hui Zhao Jian Xu known, spread to the third 

generation of wood when the British promise, ends were often due to storm damage to the North 

room to move, so this room to move, move slightly to the southwest, and in 1926 sent for Husi 

Master the sixth generation of shareholders. The main catch for the cloves, Miao Tsai, Chourou, 

bonito, bamboo lunch, soft fish, the winter than in summer is good, better at night than during 

the day, due to fewer catches, no outsiders Tour Shanghai strictly prohibitedArc built during the 

Qing Dynasty Shidi, located in the water north of Wai, has been a century of history. It is 

reported that the father of one high-Yong Liao said before his death, the Shanghai-filled Temple, 

sent for a master of the island of Penghu this observe the terrain, running water before deciding 

to build artificial systems to local employment. 

  The Shanghai Wai Zhaoxing original ancestor of all the water, Tiantai Mountain has two 

original stone weir (one has been completely destroyed, the other room to move a short 

remaining population) is that all people in the community named Wu, Shanghai tour long 

distances due to the two Hu Shi then exchange the right to operate. Therefore, the equity is 

currently broken Shanghai surnamed Wu family, embarked on the initial holding in the house, 

Ng, Ng-line two-bedroom, three rooms full of the hands of Wu, after 12 were derived. Tour 

Shanghai on an annual basis, each take turns holding households, family consultation, no 

pumping [door turtle] violations. Proximate cause of poor catches, as long as the tide back in 

time Shanghai is not the main tour, others may also tour Shanghai. Catch the cloves, squid, 

Chourou, gill [fish regulations]-based, Miao Tsai had five years ago in the harvest.  

 The Shanghai-single Shanghai-room, as close to the Pumpkin Chai island named by Miss Chan, 

Mr Yip Chee-furnace, Leaf A letter, Xu Yun Zhuo other four of his grandfather work together to 



build, he sent for Wu Kan craftsmen have taken in Shanghai, may be due to technical problems, 

repair Shanghai has decreased after the catch, and sedimentation, fish have lost the set of features 

so no one visits Shanghai, has been reduced to the villagers through the pumpkin trail Aberdeen 

Island. Shanghai Huan attempted rehabilitation of the main Shanghai, Shanghai helpless book is 

lost, is seeking to try the other channels. Rumored to have elected representatives to build a 

brewing General and Pumpkin Chai Shidi Island series, this if true, the Pumpkin Chai Hu will be 

destroyed completely disintegrated. 
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